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Progressive muscle relaxation
Relaxing muscles can help you relieve stress and
tension, feel more comfortable, and even sleep better.
To prepare for muscle relaxation exercises:
•• Make sure you have at least 15 minutes to practice
so you don’t feel rushed.
•• Sit or lie down comfortably.
•• Find a quiet place where no one will disturb you.
•• Choose a time when you’re calm so it’s easier to
practice. You can do the exercises anytime, not just
when you feel uncomfortable.
•• Be ready to try each exercise for 10 seconds and
then relax for 20 seconds.
•• Think about tightening your muscles and
relaxing them.

snug. Now stretch back out into the relaxing
sunlight. Pretend you hear another noise, and
practice getting back into your shell again.
•• Jaw: You have a huge piece of bubble gum in your
mouth, and it’s really hard to chew. Bite down on
it hard! Let your neck muscles help you. Now just
relax and let your mouth hang loose. Notice how
good it feels to just let your mouth drop. Take
another bite. Repeat.
•• Face and nose: Here comes a pesky fly, landing
right on your nose. Try to get him off without
using your hands. Wrinkle up your nose. Make as
many wrinkles as you can. Scrunch your nose right
up. Good, he is going away! You can relax your
nose. Oops, he is coming back again. Repeat.

Muscle relaxation exercises for kids
2 to 10 years old
•• Hands and arms: Pretend you are squeezing a
whole lemon in your left hand. Squeeze it hard.
Try to squeeze all the juice out. Feel the tightness
in your hand and arm as you squeeze. Now let go
of the lemon and relax. Notice how much better
your hand and arm feel when they are relaxed.
Repeat with the other hand.
•• Arms and shoulders: Pretend you are a lazy
kitten who wants to stretch. Stretch your arms way
out in front of you. Raise them up as high as you
can over your head and lean way back. Feel the
stretch in your arms and shoulders. Now really
stretch, as far as you can. Let your arms fall down
to your sides. Start the stretch again.
•• Shoulders and neck: Pretend you are a turtle,
sitting in the sun. It’s nice and warm and quiet.
Uh-oh. You hear something. You’d better pull your
head into your shell just to be safe. Pull your
shoulders way up to your ears, and push your head
down to your chest. Stay in your shell, nice and
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•• Stomach: Here comes a cute baby elephant. He’s
not watching where he is going. He doesn’t see you
relaxing there, and he’s going to step on your
stomach. Don’t move, just get ready for him. Make
your stomach very hard. Tighten up your belly
really, really tight. Hold it. Whew! Looks like he
missed you, so you can let your belly relax now.
Make it really soft. That feels so much better. Get
ready, here he comes again! Repeat.
•• Legs and feet: Pretend you are barefoot and your
feet are in a big, fat pot of mud. Squish your toes
down deep in the mud. Try to stretch your feet all
the way to the bottom of the bucket. Spread out
your toes and feel the mud squish between them.
Really stretch! Now just let them relax, and let
your toes go loose. Feel how nice that is. Repeat.

Muscle relaxation exercises for kids
11 to 18 years old
Read and do the following muscle relaxation
exercises. Tighten (or think about tightening)
muscles for 10 seconds and then relax for 20 seconds
before repeating or going to the next exercise.

•• Neck: Press your head tightly backward against the
chair, couch, or bed. You might also try rolling
your head around on your neck slowly in one
direction and then the next direction. Pay attention
to any tension in either direction.
•• Lips: Press your lips together tightly, as if you’ve
just put lip balm on. You might also try puckering
your lips, like a kiss.
•• Jaw: Clench your teeth (not too tightly) or open
your mouth wide.
•• Eyes: Close your eyes somewhat tightly.
•• Forehead: Raise your eyebrows upward so your
forehead wrinkles.
Repeat the exercise for each muscle group at least
once. You can repeat the exercises several times for
muscles that are harder to relax.

How can I make muscle relaxation
exercises easier?
The following tips can make it easier to do muscle
relaxation exercises:

•• Upper and lower arms: Bring both arms to your
shoulders, as if making a muscle. Make a fist with
each hand.

•• Practice several times a day or at night before
falling asleep. The exercises will become easier
with time.

•• Legs and thighs: Straighten your legs and raise
your feet off the ground. Flex your toes towards
your knees, tensing the muscles in your calves
and thighs.

•• Try the exercises when you’re feeling OK. You may
begin doing the exercises automatically after a
while when you’re stressed or feeling pain.

•• Shoulders: Push your shoulders up towards your
ears, as if shrugging your shoulders.

•• Let go of tension when you’re relaxing your
muscles. You can also visualize your muscles as
warm or heavy.
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